Molecular deletion screening with cDNA probes from the dystrophin gene was undertaken in patients with Becker muscular dystrophy from 58 separate families. Deletions were found in 41 (71%) of these families. Thirty-four (83%) of the deletions started in the same intron near the centre of the gene, and although there was no precise correlation between clinical severity and deletion pattern, the commonest deletion pattern, which was present in 49% of ali deletion families, is associated with a mild phenotype.
Methods
Patients and families with BMD were collected from three sources. Firstly patients were referred for confirmation of diagnosis and genetic counselling because of the known interest in muscle disease of our department. Secondly, multigeneration families were collected for the original linkage analysis.' Thirdly, isolated male patients were collected as part of an attempt to distinguish BMD 14 Other workers have disagreed with these conclusions but have only reported small numbers. '5 It is difficult to correlate clinical severity with deletion type within BMD and this is probably in part the result of individual and personal factors that are likely to affect age at diagnosis and age of acceptance of a wheelchair for mobility in any slowly progressive, chronic disease such as BMD. Furthermore, patients are being seen at different points in the natural history of their disease and this makes assessment of clinical severity difficult, especially in the young isolated case. Nevertheless, the common BMD deletion appears to predict a mild phenotype, as the index patients studied were all still ambulant at a mean age of 34, and in familial cases no patient in older generations had been confined to a wheelchair before the age of 41. This particular deletion pattern is rarely seen in DMD. In contrast to this, it can be seen by inspection of figs 1 and 2 and table 1 that other deletion patterns have been associated with more divergent phenotypes, as has also been reported by others.6 16 Correlation of phenotype and genotype between DMD and BMD is a different matter. Others have shown that DMD deletions are varied in position and extent; our data clearly show that BMD deletions are much more homogeneous. It has been proposed by Norman, 
